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Introduction

ELITE PREMIUM is a one-stop premium packaging solution

provider and a specialized premium tin Box manufacturer.

We provide consistent high-quality products and services

and grow with our factories by new techniques and expertise

in the market demand of the industry, to ensure we can

produce the best products and solutions. Our profession in

tin-making, from development to delivery, is rest assured to

be at highest quality and satisfactory.

OUR ACCREDITATIONS include ISO9001, ISO22000,

SEDEX, BRC, FDA, REACH, SVHC, BSCI, Wal-Mart, Disney, and

many more.

AT ALL TIMES we aim to reduce the environmental impact

and continuously seek possible packaging solutions. Besides

tin material being re-useable and re-cyclable, our

experienced sourcing team is also capable of bringing in

other environmental-friendly materials to combine with tin,

to assist our clients achieving what are best available for

their products with brand enhancement and novelties, but

also with sustainability.

Elite Premium
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Brand Enhancement

PACKAGING is so much more than just protecting a product. It's an

essential Marketing Tool, which supports branding, emphasizes the

product's best features and creates an unforgettable experience for the

customer. It's a gateway that can elevate your product – and company –

to the next level. When you want to raise your products’ sales and gain

an edge over the competition, compelling packaging is crucial. Attractive

packaging can add significant value to your product by inspiring more

sales, improving brand awareness and boosting customer retention.

TAKE GHIRARDELLI AS AN EXAMPLE - while similar in style to

ordinary round cans, the brand uses oval decorative tins that offer a

standout visible area for visual marketing and are particularly suited to

premium products, lending elegance to the final packaging design for

cosmetics and other luxury goods.

ADVANTAGES to using metal for luxury packaging - from functionality

to visual impact, metal can help brands win the battle on the store shelf,

especially by our years of experiences in metal printing

HIGHLY SPECIALIZED visual decorative tins were made for the

demanding market that is chocolates. Whether it's on display or coming

out of a gift set, confectionery packaging always need to be at its best.

A Jemko Group Subsidiary

Ghirardelli – A Leading Chocolate Brand in the U.S.A.
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Brand Enhancement
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Werther’s Original – A Brand from August Storck, The World’s Leading Candy Producer 

Lindor – A Leading Chocolate Brand in the U.S.A.



Brand Enhancement

WHILE MANY COMPANIES focus on creating the best products

possible, they often overlook a central element of getting their

items into a buyer’s hands — persuasive packaging. When you have

an eye-catching package that reflects your brand, you’ll stand out

on retail shelves and attract more buyers.

FROM WHOLESALE cookie tins to whiskey packaging, square

decorative tins with vibrant color built into a series would bring a

touch of style and sophistication to the product and its brand

aesthetics

AS A LEADER in creative packaging design, we understand that

when a package convinces a consumer to reach out and grab it off

the shelf, half the battle is already won.

WHEN square decorative tins are combined with our decorative

options, such as quality printing, holographic finishes, meshing or

embossing and debossing, products will stand out on store shelves

in packaging that engages consumers and communicates a

message of quality.
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Dewey’s Bakery / Salem’s Bakery – One of  the most traditional cookie brand in the U.S.A.



Brand Enhancement
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Agnes b Delices – French Premium Chocolatier Brand owned by the Fashion Brand Agnes b

Border Biscuits – Scotland’s No. 1 Premium Cookie Brand



Brand Enhancement
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ESSENTIAL FUNCTION of successful packaging is its ability to

raise your company’s brand recognition. The top brands on the

market set themselves apart by being memorable. Without even

seeing a company’s name on a product, a customer will recognize

an iconic brand by elements such as branded color schemes, logos

or designs. Customers are more likely to buy products from

companies they trust rather than from unknown sellers, making

packaging designed to raise brand recognition crucial to a

business’ success.

Elite Premium

Kusmi Tea & LOV Organics - Owned by Groupe Orientis, Paris



Brand Enhancement

IN THE TEA INDUSTRY, packaging doesn’t

merely serve an aesthetic or marketing

purpose. It also fulfills a functional one.

The Plug lid canisters designed by us are the

perfect solution for keeping tea or coffee

beans fresh. Round, square, or triangular

shape available for different aesthetic needs

yet featuring function.

The packaging could also be kept for an after-

use storage container for future refilling

purposes or as organizers of your daily

essentials on the busy desk.

A Jemko Group Subsidiary

Elite Premium
Silvia Tea - Arising brand in Local HK because of  its quality and recognized brand image



Brand Enhancement
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D. Licious
Owned by New Clicks South Africa, 

one of its premium PB

GDC Depot in Germany
Retailer’s Gift Card Tin Set

The Best Gifting Ideas for all occasions

Elite Premium
Especially For Retailers With Private Brands



Innovation & Novelty 
Think Out of  the “Box”

OM SHE AROMATHERAPY is a rising brand in Australia

for skincare & cosmetic products.

WHILE OTHERS THINK this is a round paint pot style tin

with an ordinary lever lid, has nothing to do with beauty

products, it is designed the festive collection of SHE.

THE TIN’S outer surface is decorated with eye-catching

graphics and its inside is thoughtfully coated with food-

grade lacquer. As it is a big enough container, its after use

is definitely ideal for storage especially good for food

safety.
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Festival Packaging

FESTIVAL TIN BOXES are often use to increase the feeling of

indulgence in cookies, chocolates, biscuits and other sweets especially

during the holiday seasons.

OUR EXPERTISE is not only in development and production, but

also in strategic planning with our clients for all year round.

A Jemko Group Subsidiary
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Seasonal & Special Occasions

IF YOU ARE BORED of square, round or rectangular

shape packaging, our heart shape decorative series

would definitely stand out on store shelves and add

sophistication to the products they carry.

WITH A BROAD RANGE of sizes and lid profiles, our

heart shape series can suit almost any occasion. For

even more creative packaging, try combining tins with

relief varnishes that create a reflective 3-D effect and

can be applied over the entire surface of a package,

creating high-impact shimmer.

ALTERNATIVELY, consider a tactile finish, such as a

soft touch over varnish, which provides a highly

aesthetic and sensual effect, encouraging consumers’

interests to touch and examine products.

A Jemko Group Subsidiary

Elite Premium



Specialized Packaging

SOMETIMES LESS IS MORE, our seamless tins give

anything from innovative cigarette packaging to

confectionery or lozenges packaging a clean, distinct

and elegant look.

PROMOTIONAL PACKAGING is available in a wide

range of rectangular or round sizes. Multiple closure

variations are also available, including sliding tops

and lids that offer an audible “click” when secured.

SEAMLESS PACKAGING exudes quality on store

shelves, and with a variety of textures and techniques

like embossing and debossing, you also have a

unique opportunity to engage consumers’ sense of

touch and create a memorable experience.

SIZES are perfect for pockets & carry-on, which

brings to consumers’ convenience everywhere.

A Jemko Group Subsidiary

Elite Premium
Tobacco, Lozenges, & more …



Specialized Packaging

STRIVING FOR DIFFERENTIATION to your

custom jigsaw puzzle? A Magnetic lenticular puzzle tin

is an interesting type of puzzle that shows extra motion

and depth over traditional puzzles.

CUSTOM LENTICULAR PUZZLE is an extremely

good tool for any business or organization to add

creative design as an interesting marketing way to

showcase meaningful message or promotional product

in motion in different viewing angles.

CHILDREN will also enjoy playing with custom

lenticular jigsaw puzzle as the lenticular effect makes

the puzzle more challenging to piece together, but it

looks amazing when completed. Finally, tin box surface

is the chipboard and there is no need to worry about

loosing those puzzle pieces.

A Jemko Group Subsidiary

Stationery, Games, and Collectibles

Elite Premium



Specialized Packaging

LENTICULAR APPLICATION is a great choice for

packaging that customers will hang onto after

purchasing, examples are Disk Game cases, stationery, or

promotional packaging.

For direct mail, this technique usually ensures recipients

longer interactions with the product. In addition,

lenticular printing can be used for collectors’ items to

add extra special elements to the packaging. Specialty

packaging can drive sales.

INTERLACED IMAGE TECHNOLOGIES, our lenticular

designs enhance motion effects and animations that

entice consumers and drive sales. Lenticular application

adds dimensions to the design, making it more

compelling for customers to interact with.

Rather than relying on single image to convey the

brand’s message, lenticular printing shows motion and

transformation. This technique instantly takes your

packaging strategy to the next level and makes your

product memorable.

A Jemko Group Subsidiary

Brand Licensed Lenticular on Tin

Elite Premium



Collectibles & Souvenir Packaging
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THE VERSATILITY of shaping provides

brands with unique opportunities to use

irregular dimensions to differentiate goods or

to explore creative packaging techniques to

showcase flagship products.

TOY PACKAGING, collectibles, cosmetics,

and any luxury packaging can use a refreshed

look and feel to maintain their leadership on

retail shelves.

ESPECIALLY A BRAND that is so well-known

and loved as the “Disneyland” products would

most benefit from the durable tin packaging

materials

Elite Premium

Disney & Collectables 



Souvenir Packaging

OUR round and plum blossom shape decorative tins are good examples

designed to give one of the most prestigious Casino brand in Macau the edge

and to stand out against other seasonal and daily competition.

A Jemko Group Subsidiary

HOUSE-SHAPE candle holding tins serve themselves

as a packaging of sweets in the shops and turn into a

classical European style house at home.

Casinos, Hotels, Airport, Duty-free, Flagship Stores, 

Corporate Gifts, Theme Parks, and much more… 

Elite Premium

THE SERIES are made to

attract visitors and tourists

to consume such signature

items after their fun-filled

vacation.

Available in a series of

heights, diameters, with

multiple lid profiles, and

compatible with our full

range of decorative

options, this is promotional

packaging at its best.



Functional

TOY PACKAGING, luxury packaging and even creative food packaging may not

be square, but that doesn't mean they can't be irregular shape, It can be a car or

bus shape.

THESE TRAITS make promotional packaging an ideal format for seasonal

products or commemorative celebrations but can also be used to elevate the

uniqueness and quality of an everyday product.

WHEN A PRODUCT is placed in

metal packaging, it sends a clear

message to consumers that the

product inside is worth protecting.

But you can also integrate different

enhancements to heighten the

visual appeal of a decorative tin.

Finishes such as matt, gloss and

crackle can distinguish the package

from the competition.

Elite Premium
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Storage & Toys



Functional Packaging

Jemko Group (International) Ltd. Est. 1993 

WHEN A PRODUCT is put in metal packaging, it sends a clear message to consumers

that the product inside is worth protecting. But you can also integrate different

enhancements to highlight the visual appeal of a decorative tin. Finishes such as matt,

gloss and crackle can distinguish the package from the competition, and a packaging with

after-use also speaks of its value.

TOY PACKAGING, luxury packaging and creative food packaging may innovative, our

experienced engineers can turn basic shapes into something special, like a bus, a truck, or

an antique car.

THESE TRAITS make promotional packaging an ideal

format for seasonal products or commemorative

celebrations but can also be used to elevate the uniqueness

and quality of an everyday product.

They can also be sold as a “product” right off the shelf, such

as a pencil case, a money bank, or simply, just a keepsake!

Elite Premium
Stationery & Toys



Functional Packaging:

MULTI-PURPOSE tin box serves as a

“protective package” of the contents, they

are usually useful for storing small things like

jewelry, medicine, pills, pen drives, sweets,

pins, keys, earphones, small cords, coins, etc.

A Jemko Group Subsidiary

STACKABLE TINS set the perfect example

when for modular storage options featuring a

plug in or slip lid and with stackable design.

FOOD-GRADE inner coating makes this an

ideal home for some sweet treats and all your

small desk essentials

HERMETIC TIN containers are the perfect

accessory when you need an airtight and

smell-proof container.

This sleek container is perfect for storing

teas, coffee, spices, cannabis flowers, hemp

and medicine.

With this in mind, the lid was designed to be

difficult for children to open for their safety.

Elite Premium

Tea, Coffee, Medication … Containers



Functional Packaging

CLASSIC STYLE lunch boxes are not just perfect for

kids; grown-ups would love the design for storage

Elite Premium
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PERFECT STORAGE for all ages groups to put their

own treasures.

Storage Tins with Handles



Functional Packaging
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INTERESTING PACKAGING is usually what drives the

consumer to purchase the product. What is more

attractive is when the product can turn into useful

household items such as a flower basket, a dispenser, or

a simply decorative piece!

Household Products

Elite Premium



Industrial Tins

HERMETIC CONTAINERS are widely used in

industrial fields. With screw lids and special

coating, they are ideal for storing car wax and

polish. In order to better protect the contents,

the lid is hermetically sealed.

A Jemko Group Subsidiary

SPECIALIZED MACHINERY and technicalities are required to

produce Industrial tins like paint tins and milk powder tins. The

welding must be done professionally to ensure a perfect sealing

for the content.

Elite Premium
Hermetic Cans for Car Wax, Paint Tins, Milk Powder Tins, and Bottle Caps



Other Features of  Tin Packaging

IRREGULAR SHAPED TINS can be used to connect with

consumers. A product can easily stand out on the crowded

shelf landscape when it’s placed in a packaging that is shaped

differently than its competitors

Here are just a few examples of the many different shapes we

can produce and customize to meet individual needs.

A Jemko Group Subsidiary

HOLOGRAPHIC PRINTING is another special feature

that is not often found on packaging but it’s attention

seeking.

In tin printing, it requires expertise to achieve good

results, it can definitely make your product one of a kind.

Elite Premium
Irregulars, Embossing  & Holographic



Bespoke & Novelties Packaging

PACKAGING with PET viewing window are suitable for

wine, souvenir, confectionery, clothes, stationery items etc.

One can already see from the outside what treasure are

packed inside of the box.

A Jemko Group Subsidiary

PEEL-OFF LID or aluminum foil lid is characterized as a

package with a guaranteed seal that is completely

unbreakable, whereby the consumer had complete certainty

that the product has not been tempered with. It makes perfect

gift ideas for souvenir, as well as for product marketing.

Elite Premium
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